
The GC-EH 6055/1 electric hedge trimmer from Einhell makes easy and light work of trimming hedges, shrubs and bushes. With a cutting length of 550

mm and a 600 W rating it is a powerful helper. The cutters are made of laser-cut and diamond-ground steel. For a long service life it is equipped with

metal gearing. The Softgrip ensures a sturdy hold. For extra safety there is a two-handed ON/OFF safety switch. A large hand guard, aluminium cover

over the cutters and a strain relief clip are further advantages of the hedge trimmer. Perfect removal of the cuttings from the top of the hedge is ensured

thanks to the practical cuttings collector.

Electric Hedge Trimmer

GC-EH 6055/1
Item No.: 3403320

Ident No.: 11016

Bar Code: 4006825622157

Features & Benefits
Low weight for comfortable handling-

Softgrip-

Safety blades made of laser-cut and diamond grinded steel-

Metal gearing for long life-

ON/OFF-dead man´s safety switch-

Additional handle for optimal handling-

Large hand protection shield-

Aluminium knife cover-

Cutting collector-

Cable strain-relief clip-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 600 W

- Idle speed 1400 min^-1

- Sword length 610 mm

- Cutting length 550 mm

- Spacing between teeth 26 mm

- Cuts per minute 2800 min^-1

Logistic Data
- Product weight 3.47 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 4.33 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 960 x 190 x 190 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 18.44 kg

- Dimensions export carton 990 x 390 x 270 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 976 | 2056 | 2248

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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